Abstract: Are every two separated nets in the plane bilipschitz equivalent? In the late 1990s, Burago and Kleiner and, independently, McMullen resolved this beautiful question negatively. Both solutions are based on a construction of a density function that is not realizable as the Jacobian determinant of a bilipschitz map. McMullen's construction is simpler than the Burago-Kleiner one, and we provide a full proof of its nonrealizability, which has not been available in the literature.
McMullen's construction is simpler and easier to describe than the Burago-Kleiner one. But while Burago and Kleiner provide a complete proof of the nonrealizability of their construction, McMullen's construction and its proof are only sketched in four short paragraphs, with a remark that a detailed proof can be given along the lines of the Burago-Kleiner proof.
The author of this note, as a part of his bachelor thesis [5] , tried to adapt the Burago-Kleiner proof to McMullen's construction, but found this less than straightforward, and ended up modifying the BuragoKleiner technique, introducing additional tricks, and adjusting numerical parameters of the construction. Thus, for the sake of future researchers interested in the details of McMullen's construction, it seems worth publishing a complete proof.
McMullen's construction. The nonrealizable function ρ is constructed on the unit square S := [ , ] , as the limit of a sequence ρ , ρ , . . . of functions, where ρ j is obtained from ρ j− by a suitable modification.
To define ρ , we choose a square T of side δ > at the center of S (δ is one of the parameters of the construction), as in Figure 1 left. We define ρ as a constant t > on T and as another constant s < on S \ T. Here s , t are chosen so that, first, the average of ρ over S is , and second, the image of T under any bilipschitz map with Jacobian ρ has area at least − γ, where γ > is another parameter of the construction. The value of γ is chosen small, and thus the image of T occupies most of the image of S. McMullen chose δ = / and γ = . in his sketch, but we will need different values.
To construct ρ from ρ , we cover each edge of the squares S and T from inside with much smaller squares; those along the edges of S have sidelength h , while those along the edges of T have sidelength δh , with h > sufficiently small. We denote the collection of these new squares by S .
On every square S ὔ ∈ S , we define ρ in the same way as ρ was defined on S. That is, we consider a smaller square T ὔ concentric with S ὔ of side δ-times the side of S ὔ , and we set ρ = t on T ὔ and ρ = s on S ὔ \ T ὔ ; see Figure 1 right. We write T for the collection of the squares T ὔ .
On the rest of S, similar to ρ , the function ρ attains a value t on the part of T not covered with S , and another value s on the part of S \ T not covered with S . However, the values of s and t are slightly different from s and t . Their precise values are determined by two properties that we want ρ to satisfy. Namely, we first choose t so that the area of the image of T under a bilipschitz map with Jacobian ρ equals exactly − γ, and then we choose s so that the average value of ρ on S is exactly .
The construction of ρ j from ρ j− follows the same pattern. We choose h j sufficiently small. Then we cover the edges of each S ὔ ∈ S j− and of the corresponding T ὔ ∈ T j− from inside with much smaller squares forming a collection S j . The sidelengths of these new squares are determined by h j ; nevertheless, we cannot say that they are all equal to h j , since the squares being covered have different sidelengths. Instead, we require that the number of squares from S j covering an edge of a square in S j− ∪ T j− is h j− /h j . This implies that h j is the sidelength of the largest squares in S j .
We define ρ j on each square of S j in the same way as ρ was defined on S, and we also modify the values of ρ j− on each S ὔ ∈ S j− in the same way as was described above for ρ on S. More precisely, for every S ὔὔ ∈ S j we introduce a smaller square T ὔὔ concentric with S ὔὔ of sidelength δ-times the side of S ὔὔ ; these squares T ὔὔ form a collection T j . Then we define ρ j as the constant t on T ὔὔ and as the constant s on S ὔὔ \ T ὔὔ . On the rest of each S ὔ ∈ S j− , we set ρ j equal to a constant t j on the part of T ὔ not covered with S j and equal to another constant s j on the part of S ὔ \ T ὔ not covered with S j . Again, the precise values of s j , t j are chosen so that, first, the area of the image of T ὔ under a bilipschitz map with Jacobian ρ j equals exactly ( − γ)-times the area of S ὔ , and second, the average value of ρ j on S ὔ is exactly . On the rest of S not contained in ⋃ S j− , the function ρ j is equal to ρ j− . That is, during the j-th step, we redefine ρ j− only on the set ⋃ S j− . The sequence h j decreases to sufficiently fast, namely, so that h j− /h j → ∞. This ensures that the limit ρ = lim j→∞ ρ j is well defined a.e. in S, bounded, and also bounded away from . This finishes the description of McMullen's construction. Now, we are ready to state the theorem which we are going to prove in Section 3: 
a.e. The precise construction of ρ L,c , which can be found in [1] , is not important for us at the moment.
Then they observe that if {ρ Finally, they take a collection of disjoint squares S k ⊂ S converging to a point p ∈ S, they construct a new function ρ : S → [ , + c] by embedding the function ρ k,min{c, k } into S k for every k ∈ ℕ, and they define ρ on the rest of S arbitrarily, while preserving its continuity. Consequently, ρ is continuous and it cannot be realized as the Jacobian of any bilipschitz homeomorphism.
Since we do not know how to prove nonrealizability of McMullen's density parametrized so that the image of ρ is contained in ( , + c] with c > arbitrarily small, we cannot use the method of Burago and Kleiner outlined above to obtain a continuous version of McMullen's density. However, it may be possible either to achieve continuity in some other way without changing the construction too much or devise a better proof.
Preliminaries
Before we proceed to the proof, we present some definitions and facts. We denote the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure by λ k . Since we will deal mainly with the plane, we write just λ instead of λ . We always use the Lebesgue measure unless stated otherwise.
Let φ : ℝ n → ℝ n be a map that is (Fréchet) differentiable at a point x ∈ ℝ n . The matrix consisting of its first partial derivatives at x is called the Jacobian matrix of the map φ at the point x. We denote it by Dφ(x). The determinant of the Jacobian matrix, Jac(φ)(x) := det Dφ(x), is called the Jacobian determinant or simply Jacobian of the map φ at x. It gives us information about the change of the volume in the neighborhood of x.
By a curve we mean an image of an interval I under a continuous map f . The length of a curve P is defined in the usual manner, that is, as length(P) := sup ∑ n− k= ‖f(p k+ ) − f(p k )‖, where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions of the form min I = p < p < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < p n = max I.
Let us denote the line segment between points a and b by ab, the Euclidean distance between a and b by ‖a − b‖ , the projection on the first coordinate (x-axis) by π x , and the restriction of a function f to a set E by f| E .
We write ∂E for the boundary of a set E, that is, the closure of E without the interior of E.
Observation 2.1. Let P be the image of an interval of length d under an L-Lipschitz map. Then length(P) ≤ Ld.
We leave the easy proof to the reader.
Theorem 2.2. Let f : A ⊆ ℝ k → ℝ k be an injective Lipschitz map. Then for every measurable set E ⊆ A, f(E) is also measurable and
Proof. This theorem is a corollary of the change of variables theorem for Lebesgue integral and Rademacher's theorem; it can be found in Fremlin's monograph [3, Corollary 263F], for example.
The proof
In the following, we present the complete proof of Theorem 1.1, i.e., we prove nonrealizability of the function ρ constructed in Section 1.
Recall that during the j-th step of the construction of ρ, we introduce a collection of tiny squares S j and modify the function ρ j− on each of the squares from that collection. For each square S ὔ ∈ S j we denote the smaller square placed at the center of S ὔ by T ὔ . The function ρ has the following properties. For every level j and every S ὔ ∈ S j we have
and
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume to the contrary that there exists a bilipschitz homeomorphism φ : S → ℝ with the Jacobian determinant Jac φ = ρ a.e. Let us denote by H the set consisting of all edges of all covering squares, i.e., the squares in ⋃ ∞ j= S j , in the construction of the function ρ. We set
Since the map φ is bilipschitz, we get K < ∞. Now, we choose a parameter α := α(γ, δ, K) > sufficiently small, whose value will be set at the end of the proof. From the definition of the supremum we have that there exists a covering square S ὔ and one of its edges ab with
We fix this edge ab until the end of the proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that a = ( ,
By the construction of ρ, the edge ab is covered with arbitrarily small squares. In other words, for a chosen N := N (α, γ, δ, K), which will be set at the end of the proof, too, we can find j ∈ ℕ and N ≥ N so that the edge ab is covered with N squares S , . . . , S N ∈ S j .
These squares form a tiny long rectangle, which we call R. Let h stand for their sidelength; this means that h = b/N. Inside of every S i , i = , . . . , N, we also have the square T i ∈ T j with δ-times smaller sidelength. For clarity, we add Figure 2 .
The main idea of the proof is that by choosing α to be very small we force φ to map the long edges of the rectangle R to almost straight lines stretched by a factor almost K. The function ρ has been constructed so that most of the mass within S i is concentrated on T i . This implies that the majority of each φ(S i ) has to be filled up with φ(T i ).
On the other hand, the sidelength of each T i is δ-times smaller than that of S i . Each side of T i is also covered with smaller squares, and thus it cannot be stretched more than by the factor K. The only way in
The rectangle R covering the edge ab.
which all these conditions can be fulfilled is that the images of the long edges of the rectangle R somewhat ripple up above the images of the respective rectangles T i , while between them they have to ripple down. But this forces the images of the long edges of R to become very long, eventually longer than the constant K allows, which leads to a contradiction. We illustrate the outlined idea in Figure 3 . In order to make this idea rigorous, we look at the change of the length of vertical cuts through the set φ(R). The most complicated part of the proof is an estimation of the length of the boundary of φ(R). Because we have almost no control of φ locally, the shapes of different φ(S i ) can be various. We manage the described difficulty by examining the squares S i in seven-tuples. For this purpose we make an additional technical assumption that the number of squares covering every edge during the construction of ρ is divisible by seven. Let R i stand for the rectangle formed by the seven consecutive squares S i− , . . . , S i . Without loss of generality, we assume that the edges of the squares S i covering the edge ab are their bottom edges. Let us write a i and b i for the left and right vertices at the bottom of the rectangle R i , respectively, and c i and d i for the left and right vertices on the top of R i , respectively. Definition 3.1. We call the rectangle R i with its bottom vertices a i and b i nice if
The factor − α in the preceding definition is chosen to have a constant fraction of the rectangles R i nice, more precisely, to get the following observation: Proof. Let r stand for the number of nice rectangles R i . This implies that for N − r rectangles R i we have
On the other hand, the edges a i b i connect the vertices a and b. The horizontal distance of the points φ(a) and φ(b) has been assumed to be greater than K( − α)Nh. Since no edge a i b i can be stretched more than by the factor K, we can calculate a lower bound on r:
Simple calculation yields r > N .
Now, we define the set
measuring the length of vertical cuts through the set φ(R i ) at a point x ∈ D i , i.e.,
It follows from the continuity of the map φ − that the function f i is Lebesgue integrable for every R i .
We would like to stress that the function f i is measuring only the length of cuts through the set R i , not the entire R. Vertical cuts through R can intersect many rectangles R i .
The following observation will later help us treat each nice rectangle separately. It basically says that the image of every such an R i is drawn almost horizontally and its boundary is not "too wavy". Since the rectangle R i is nice, we also have
The set φ(S i− ) has to lie within the circle with radius Kh centered at φ(f i ), while the set φ(a i c i ) lies within the circle of radius Kh centered at φ(a i ). We conclude that the distance between the sets π x (φ(S i− )) and π x (φ (a i c i ) ) is at least Kh( − α) − Kh − Kh = Kh( − α), which is positive for α ∈ ( , / ). This proof is outlined in Figure 4 . The second part of the observation is obtained symmetrically.
The rectangle R i is formed by the squares S i− , . . . , S i . We define the sets
so we have V i ∩ C i = . By Observation 3.3 it is clear that π x (φ(S i− )) ⊆ D i , and thus C i , V i ⊆ D i for nice R i . Observation 3.3 implies that, whenever R i is nice, for every x ∈ V i ∪ C i , all the points of intersection of the vertical cut at x with ∂φ(R i ) also lie on ∂φ(R). Indeed, since the map φ is a homeomorphism, the images of the long edges of R i , which form a part of ∂φ(R i ), are also part of ∂φ(R). We will use these points to bound the length of the boundary of φ(R).
It is possible that the sets V i , V i+ , C i , and C i+ are not mutually disjoint. Let x be a common point of C i and C i+ , for example. We already know that, if R i and R i+ are both nice, the points of intersection of ∂φ(R i ) and ∂φ(R i+ ) with the vertical cut at x lie on the boundary of φ(R). The fact that φ is a homeomorphism implies that all these points are different. This is a crucial observation in our proof, because it allows us to do the estimates for each of the nice rectangles separately and then sum them up.
Let us set v i := λ (V i ) and c i := λ (C i ). Since the length of the edge of T i is δh, we have that the length of the boundary of φ(T i− ) is at most Kδh, which implies λ (π x (φ(T i− ))) ≤ Kδh, and hence v i ≤ Kδh for every i ∈ { , . . . , N/ }.
For every nice R i we have
, and thus
Because we need c i > , we have to choose δ ∈ ( , / ) and α ∈ ( , ( − δ)/ ).
By Theorem 2.2 and since we assume Jac(φ) = ρ a.e., we have λ(φ(T i− )) = ( − γ)h . We define two constants h i V and h i C denoting the average values of f i over the sets V i and C i , respectively. In other words, the following holds:
Using the lower bound c i > Kh( − α − δ), we deduce that the following holds for every nice R i : 
This bound is already independent of i. Clearly, ∆ > if the parameters are chosen appropriately. Now, we would like to argue that ∆ is the lower bound on the change of height of φ(R) over V i ∪ C i for every nice R i . Indeed, it is true that there are two points u i , u The problem is that the vertical cut through φ(R i ) at y i does not have to be connected, i.e., it may consist of several line segments even for nice R i . But we know that the length of these line segments is at most h i C in total, and hence every line segment of this cut is at most h i C long. Consequently, we infer that there are two
The situation is depicted in Figure 5 . Figure 5 . The lower bound on the change of height of φ(R i ).
We would like to combine Observation 3.2 and the discussion above to bound below the vertical distance that has to be overcome by φ(R). What we mean by this precisely is explained in the following definition:
Definition. Let Γ be a Lipschitz map [ , ] → ℝ and also a curve defined by the map. The vertical length of the curve Γ, denoted by vl(Γ), is defined as sup ∑ n− k= |Γ (p k+ ) − Γ (p k )|, where the supremum is taken over all finite increasing sequences {p k } n k= of numbers in [ , ] and Γ denotes the second coordinate function, i.e., the y-coordinate of Γ.
In other words, the vertical length of a curve is its length when measuring the distance only in the y-coordinate.
Let J be the set of indices i such that R i is nice. By the above discussion, it follows that vl(∂φ(R)) has to be at least ∑ i∈J |u
Next, we bound it below using the triangle and the reverse triangle inequalities:
We have chosen the points u
, and l i so that ‖u
. By Observation 3.2 we know that there are at least N/ nice rectangles R i , and thus ∑ i∈J ‖u
Let P stand for (∂φ(R)) \ φ(ab). It is easy to see that vl(P) ≥ ∑ i∈J |u
are lying on P in order specified by i. Now, we aim to obtain a lower bound on the latter quantity.
Before we proceed, we would like to describe the strategy used in the rest of the proof. We know that the curve φ(ab) is at most Kb long and connects the points φ(a) and φ(b) at distance almost Kb. This means that vl(φ(ab)) has to be very small. On the other hand, we have a lower bound on vl(∂φ(R)), which implies a lower bound on vl(P). Moreover, P also connects the points φ(a) and φ(b); therefore, together with the lower bound on vl(P), we can calculate a lower bound on length(P) that becomes large if the parameters are chosen appropriately, eventually larger than the constant K allows. This will be the desired contradiction.
As we already know, the vertical length of the whole boundary of φ(R) is at least ∑ i∈J (|u
, which in turn is at least ∆N/ . Subtracting the second terms of the sum we get the following inequality:
Consequently, in order to get the desired lower bound on vl(P), it suffices to derive an upper bound on the quantity ∑ i∈J |u i − l i |, which in turn is a lower bound on vl(φ(ab)). To this end, we use the following simple geometric considerations.
The curve φ(ab) connects the points φ(a) and φ(b) and has a certain length. If we imagine that this curve becomes an inextensible string pinned to the points φ(a) and φ(b) in the plane, we can use it to construct an ellipse. We pull the string using a pencil to form a triangle. Then, with a tip of the pencil, while keeping the string taut, we draw an ellipse. This is known as the gardener's construction. An upper bound on the length of the minor axis of the described ellipse is calculated in the next observation, in which we also show that it upper bounds vl(φ(ab)). Proof. By the arguments described above, the curve Γ has to lie inside the ellipse with two focal points φ(a), φ(b) and sum of the distances from any point on the ellipse to its foci equal to Kb.
We can calculate the upper bound on the length of the semi-minor axis of this ellipse, because we know that ‖φ(a) − φ(b)‖ > Kb( − α); using the Pythagorean theorem we have that the length of the semi-minor axis is less than (Kb/ ) − (Kb( − α)/ ) = Kb/ ⋅ α( − α). Now we prove that the length of the semi-minor axis upper bounds vl(Γ)/ . Let us write Γ for the y-coordinate of Γ. The definition of vl(Γ) implies that for every ε > we can find an increasing sequence
We split the set of indices { , . . . , M − } into two collections P and N. The collection P contains all k ∈ { , . . . , M − } such that Γ (p k+ ) − Γ (p k ) ≥ . Then we write N for the set { , . . . , M − } \ P.
We can assume that Γ(p ) = φ(a) and Γ(p M ) = φ(b). Since the points φ(a) and φ(b) have the same y-coordinate, the sum ∑ M− k= Γ (p k+ ) − Γ (p k ) is equal to zero, and thus
We consider a collection of line segments L k := Γ(p k )Γ(p k+ ), where k ∈ { , . . . , M − }. These line segments form a piecewise linear curve Λ connecting the points φ(a) and φ(b) such that length(Λ) ≤ length(Γ) and vl(Λ)
Finally, we permute the order in which the segments L k are connected, that is, we translate each of them and reconnect them in a different order creating an auxiliary piecewise linear curve Λ ὔ ; firstly, we take the line segments L i for all i ∈ P in arbitrary order, shift them and connect them so that they form a continuous piecewise linear curve starting at φ(a) and heading only upwards. We end up at a point which we denote by q = (q , q ). Secondly, we continue from q with all the segments L i such that i ∈ N in arbitrary order and connect them so that, after leaving q, the curve Λ ὔ is going always downwards. Thus, we end up in φ(b). The process is illustrated in Figure 6 . Clearly, length(Λ ὔ ) = length(Λ) and vl(Λ ὔ ) = vl(Λ). Since the y-coordinate of the points φ(a) and φ(b) is , we see that vl(Λ ὔ ) = q . On the other hand, by the construction of Λ ὔ , q = ∑ k∈P Γ (p k+ ) − Γ (p k ). By the first part of this observation applied to Λ ὔ , we have that q < Kb/ ⋅ α( − α). In total, we have proved that ( − ε) vl(Γ) < q < Kb ⋅ α( − α). Letting ε go to zero finishes the argument.
Applying the observation above to φ(ab), we infer that
which is the lower bound on ∆N − ∑ i∈J |u i − l i |. Using inequality (3.1), we get that Ω is also the lower bound on vl(P). We now use the bound on vl(P) to obtain a lower bound on length(P), which will, eventually, lead to a contradiction. We recall that ‖φ(a) − φ(b)‖ > Kb( − α), and moreover, that φ(a) and φ(b) lie on the x-axis. In order to compute the lower bound on length(P), we can start with the argumentation from the second part of the proof of Observation 3.4. That is, for every ε > we can find a finite sequence of points on P containing both φ(a) and φ(b) with the following property: if we connect these points with line segments L k in the order in which they lie on P, we get a piecewise linear curve Λ such that vl(P) ≥ vl(Λ) > ( − ε) vl(P) and length(Λ) ≤ length(P). Then we permute the segments L k in the way described in the proof of Observation 3.4 and form an auxiliary piecewise linear curve Λ ὔ such that length(Λ ὔ ) = length(Λ) and vl(Λ ὔ ) = vl(Λ). Additionally, there is a point q ∈ Λ ὔ such that between φ(a) and q is Λ ὔ heading only upwards, while between q and φ(b) it goes only downwards. Subsequently, we make one further simplification-we consider the line segments φ(a)q and qφ(b) and denote the curve they form by Λ ὔὔ . It is still true that vl(Λ ὔὔ ) = vl(Λ) > ( − ε) vl(P) and length(Λ ὔὔ ) ≤ length(P). As before, we let ε go to zero.
The curve Λ ὔὔ is the shortest when it forms the legs of an isosceles triangle. Therefore, in order to calculate a lower bound on length(P), it suffices to calculate a lower bound on the length of the legs of an isosceles triangle of height vl(P)/ ≥ Ω/ with the base φ(a)φ(b). The whole idea is illustrated in Figure 7 . Again, using the Pythagorean theorem we conclude length(P) > Ω + Kb( − α) = Ω + (Kb( − α)) .
The curve P consists of the images of N + line segments of length h, and thus length(P) ≤ K(N + )h: Rearranging the above inequality and substituting N ≤ N, we obtain
From the last inequality we can see that for N → ∞ and α → the right-hand side of the inequality converges to zero, while q slightly grows up to its limit value −γ δ − γ − δ . Consequently, for any δ ∈ ( , / ) and γ ∈ ( , − δ) there is a choice of α = α(γ, δ, K) sufficiently small and of N = N (α, γ, δ, K) large enough leading to a contradiction.
